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JEAN ALLARD

"he had big thoughts and an incurable optimism"
“The Jean Allard I knew was a big man, a strong man, forceful, utterly determined. He had an adequate sense of his worth, but that was based more upon his ideas than on hubris. He had seen enough of the world’s troubles to have the essential humility of one who never forgot his origins and helping those who had not come as far as he had. He had that ability to move equally among the upper classes of power and ideas as well as the less-er among us who were his greater concern. When I knew him he had big thoughts and an incurable optimism that they would one day work out. And he made progress. Both by deed and example he has left us a better world.”

Gordon Gibson

Canada and Manitoba have lost one of its most prominent Metis voices recently, as well as an important advocate for individual Indigenous empowerment.

Jean Rene Allard died at the age of 90. Born in 1930, Allard was a Metis activist and a one-time Manitoba politician. The son of Alfred Allard and Donalda Champagne, Allard was educated at the Collège de Saint-Boniface and at the University of Manitoba. Allard boasted of sharing some direct descent with Metis leader Louis Riel.

Allard had a short political career. At first, he ran as a Liberal for election to the Manitoba Legislature in the 1966 election and finished second behind Progressive Conservative incumbent Joseph Jeannotte in the northern Manitoba riding of Rupertsland.

He would come to prominence representing the vast northern Manitoba riding of Rupertsland in the government of NDP premier Ed Schreyer after being elected to the Manitoba Legislature in 1969. Many observers described his commitment to the NDP as tenuous and superficial, as he opposed socialism and was a strong social conservative. He later explained that he was more attracted to the NDP due to the populism of Ed Schreyer. In 1972, he left the NDP caucus and sat as an independent, complaining of radicalism within the party. Allard ran for the federal Liberal Party in the 1974 federal election in a northern Manitoba riding, but lost.

Although this ended his career in elected politics, this did not end his career in the battle of ideas nor his tireless advocacy for Indigenous empowerment.
It was Allard’s observations about Indigenous communities and governance that got him much attention, as well as controversy. Although a Metis person, he had close personal contact with the Indian Affairs bureaucracy and the workings of the First Nation band council system. Allard was critical of the “Indian Industry” of bureaucrats and consultants, which he saw as profiting from Indigenous oversight and poverty.

“A man of great personal presence and dignity—as is obvious should you have the chance to meet him—he has been able to command the respect and confidence of his peers. A man with no personal entanglements in the Indian system, he is able to see it for what it is,” wrote public policy expert Gordon Gibson, in the foreword to Allard’s book on the Big Bear proposal. Even many years after their collaboration, Gibson still had fond words for his old friend “The Jean Allard I knew was a big man, a strong man, forceful, utterly determined. He had an adequate sense of his worth, but that was based more upon his ideas than on hubris. He had seen enough of the world’s troubles to have the essential humility of one who never forgot his origins and helping those who had not come as far as he had. He had that ability to move equally among the upper classes of power and ideas as well as the lesser among us who were his greater concern. When I knew him he had big thoughts and an incurable optimism that they would one day work out. And he made progress. Both by deed and example he has left us a better world.”

His proposal – called the “Big Bear solution,” harkened back to a 19th-century treaty signed by Cree Chief Big Bear. A key provision of the treaty was to pay each Indian $5 per year. The payments were a part of the compensation paid to Indigenous communities for their loss of land and economic livelihood. Although five dollars in the 19th century amounted to much, in today’s dollars it is pittance. Allard’s idea was to modernize the treaty land annuities and pay them out to families. The key difference would be the money would bypass the Indigenous Affairs bureaucracy and band councils. In fact, Allard’s idea was to reduce the transfers sent to the bureaucracy and band councils and send it instead to individuals and families. His idea was to significantly tilt economic and political power away from unaccountable bureaucrats and politicians and advance Indigenous individual rights.

In 2002, Allard had a commentary published in Inroads, a journal of Queen’s University, on his Big Bear proposal. In it, Allard showed his great depth of knowledge of Indigenous history and affairs. He situated himself within the great tradition of Canadian Indigenous rights advocates. However, Allard pulled no punches in criticizing the dysfunctional state of Indigenous life – especially in the area of Indigenous governance. Allard saw the lack of checks and balances inherent within many Indian Act bands. He cited contemporary examples of corrupt and unaccountable Indigenous governance as evidence for his points. He also outlined how the problems originated in an over-emphasis on the collective and a de-emphasis on individuals and families.

He then looked at how treaty interpretation down through the century has been the problem, citing the example of individual treaty annuities. Allard mentioned how all other treaty provisions – such as clauses related to a medicine chest or clauses mentioning pestilence and families – have all been modernized and expanded to all Status Indians. He wrote that the problem was that the annuities were not modernized or updated, or as he put it in his journal article: “It was five dollars in 1871. It remains five dollars at the time of writing this book.”

Allard wrote eloquently in his book about how the problem was rooted in historical interpretation:

“What was intended by leaders like Big Bear as a means for individual empowerment within the band collective has been trivialized so that today it serves only a minor ceremonial role. Treaty money is still five dollars because grassroots Indians have never been involved in making any of the decisions, and the leaders have never advocated for the rights of the individual. Individual rights provide no benefits to the system and would only serve to undermine its control.”
Finally, he traced many of the problems plaguing Indigenous communities with the breakdown of the family unit on the reserve that he argued was part of the disempowerment of individuals and the growth of the welfare state, dependency, and loss of control and agency.

After his departure from partisan politics, Allard never let his passion and advocacy for empowering Indigenous communities to die. He continued to advance his cause of modernized annuities, up until very recently, through non-political vehicles. Allard was a founding co-chair of the Treaty Annuity Working Group (a special committee of the Social Planning Council of Winnipeg, 2002-2005) and he worked across partisan divides to advance this cause.

Most recently, Allard collaborated with the working group and its members Gregory Mason, Sheilla Jones, Wayne Helgason, and Sheila North in publishing a significant article in the Journal of Aboriginal Economic Development. It will be a legacy to his life’s work and advocacy.

Allard’s life stands in the modern Indigenous world as a beacon of hope for positive and lasting change. In a policy world obsessed with divisive identity politics, Allard’s ideas represent concrete changes that will advance Indigenous people in their everyday life and will advance true Indigenous economic reconciliation. Let us hope politicians do not squander his important legacy and re-look at his policy ideas with fresh eyes.
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